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WELCOME

Discover the fascination of Villeroy & Boch…

When sensuality meets precise craftsmanship, when accomplished style and innovative technology join forces to form a single unit, when 260 years of tradition and

pioneering design come together, we are able to welcome you to the world of Villeroy & Boch bathrooms. We invite you to join us on a journey of discovery into new

bathroom worlds and to become acquainted with our fascinating products. With its unique product variety, Villeroy & Boch offers you a complete bathroom from one 

source. With the aim of increasing your quality of life and giving you the gift of relaxation, stimulation, inspiration and regeneration – day after day, year after year.

The Old Abbey. The headquarters of Villeroy & Boch in Mettlach, Germany.



3Forword

…in all product categories from Villeroy & Boch

Home living & lifestyle products: Villeroy & Boch is dedicated to improving your home environment. Join us in discovering stylish interior design that will  

offer lasting enjoyment.

Tiles 

We place the world at your feet. Whether you’re looking for tiles for the 
living room, bathroom, terrace or hall, with Villeroy & Boch you can design 
your home with an assured sense of style. For more information on our 
tile ranges, go to: www.villeroy-boch.com/tiles

Tableware

Spoil yourself and your guests with our vast selection of tableware, 
cutlery, stemware and home accessories.

Kitchens

Practical and great-looking too! Top quality ceramic sinks and tap fittings 
from Villeroy & Boch turn a kitchen into a source of great enjoyment.
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5Content | Collections

Your very own ‘signature’ bathroom!

We want you to feel at home in your bathroom. It is a place to seek peace and  

calm, an environment in which to relax. Villeroy & Boch therefore offers everything 

needed for a harmoniously coordinated bathroom, from the washbasin, WC and  

bidet to the bath. From wall and floor tiles to tap fittings and decorative accessories. 

Regardless of the style, we show you what your complete bathroom could look  

like and how you can remain true to your own personal style.

Collections

53 Service    

54 Bathroom planning on the Internet
 Showroom locator on the Internet
55 Price indication
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7AVEO Collections

Aveo

A distinctive form with a unique charisma. The harmonious oval is a recurring theme for the whole collection. A clear design that exudes a sense of calm – and 

turns a bathroom into a perfect oasis of relaxation. The matching AVEO furniture is available in bamboo or walnut. An elegant addition: the aesthetically sleek 

SOURCE tap fitting.

Aveo furniture colours:

BJ Bamboo solid/
veneer

BI Walnut solid/
veneer
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9HOMMAGE Collections

Hommage

Inspired by the early 20th century. HOMMAGE introduces the style of a grand era into  

the bathroom. Typical features are the stepped relief on all ceramic components and  

the almost austere form of the washbasins. The striking furniture in authentic walnut look 

with profiled Carrara marble complements the ceramics to perfection.
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11LA BELLE Collections

La Belle

Elegance is more than just beauty: it is also the portrayal of timeless sensuality. A delicate, sweeping movement, décor ornaments and floral forms: The unique LA BELLE 

collection echoes the design of the Romantic period and puts it into an atmospheric context. The sensuous details are more than just stylistic elements – their 

harmonious interaction forms the soul of the collection and creates an extraordinarily impressive design.

La Belle pattern for mirrors and ceramic products:

MH White Alpin La 
Rose ceramicplus
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13LA BELLE Collections

La Belle

The freestanding bath LA BELLE made of the exclusive material Quaryl® has won the renowned Red Dot Design Award 2010. 

As a reinterpretation of the sensuous Romantic period, the freestanding LA BELLE bath translates classical forms into a new design: delicate lines and a gentle sweeping 

movement set the scene for warm harmony and fine elegance – either as an individual piece or as part of the matching sanitaryware and furniture collection.

La Belle furniture colours:

DH Glossy White DK Glossy Red
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15LOOP & FRIENDS Collections

Loop & Friends – Surface mounted washbasins

Design classics in a trendy new look. Successful LOOP surface-mounted washbasins have already set new standards in design with their hallmark forms. Now they 

have been skilfully adapted to take advantage of the current trend towards minimalism: their striking, more delicate appearance is setting new accents. The innovative 

ceramic cover creates a harmonious and seamless design – a design highlight exclusively from Villeroy & Boch. The reinvention of this stylishly modern surface-mounted 

washbasin, available in a wide range of forms, has been an absolute success – it can be combined with numerous materials and furniture items to optimum effect.  

E.g. with the bestseller furniture collection Shape.

Shape furniture colours:

EH Merano DJ Brilliant White 
Glaze

ED Macassar 
décor

DQ Brilliant  
Anthracite Glaze
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Loop & Friends – Semi surface-mounted and undercounter washbasins

Scope for individual design. Loop offers a plethora of design and combination possibilities thanks not only to its multitude of forms, but also to its numerous instal-

lation options. The undercounter washbasins are perfect for integration in minimalist style-creating a particularly harmonious combination with SHAPE vanity 

units. The built-in variant also goes well with free-form washbasin areas, providing practical surface space. There are now also semi-surface-mounted washbasins 

available. This means that they can be installed with a classic single-lever mixer. Another advantage: They combine to perfection with the SHAPE vanity units, with their 

exquisite, visible sides adding a modern touch.



17LOOP & FRIENDS Collections

Loop & Friends – Cassis and Espresso

Colour trends in their most attractive guise. With two new colours in a modern, high-gloss look, LOOP brings the latest living trends into the bathroom and showcases  

them as distinctive eye-catchers: Exclusive Espresso creates a cosy atmosphere, while fresh Cassis delivers striking highlights. In addition to its distinctive form, LOOP  

now offers colours that are in keeping with the latest design trends.

Loop & Friends ceramic trend colours:

HC Cassis  
ceramicplus

KS Espresso 
ceramicplus
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19MEMENTO Collections

Memento

The minimalist approach. It does not take courage to do without, only insight in order to recognize the excess. That’s why MEMENTO strips both design  

and features down to essentials. The result: this minimalist approach achieves maximum results in the form of a collection that exudes a perfect sense of calm.  

MEMENTO focuses on the strength of clear lines. The bathroom now features a sleek design and straight contours, providing the necessary scope for real  

individuality. The bathroom collection is supplemented by its own furniture programme with a high quality mix of materials, including dark glass and the new  

Bright Oak furniture surface.
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21MEMENTO Collections

Memento

Only a design that is at peace with itself is open to variations. MEMENTO’s  

exclusive selection of washbasins and surface-mounted washbasins in five sizes, 

two colours and two décors always allow scope for personal requirements 

and individual taste. In combination with the glass countertop, the overall effect 

is particularly light and airy. With its exclusive range of colours, MEMENTO 

allows scope for individual variations: simple white and trendy glossy black –  

can be combined with the high-quality New Glory or with the opulent New 

Glory Platinum décor.

Memento ceramic trend colours and pattern:

S0 Glossy Black 
ceramicplus

MD White Alpin 
New Glory  
PLATINUM  
ceramicplus

MF Glossy Black 
New Glory  
PLATINUM  
ceramicplus

U7 White Alpin 
New Glory  
ceramicplus
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23MY NATURE Collections

My Nature

Sensuous lightness and natural vitality are apparent in every product in the My Nature premium collection. the exciting combination of the flowing lines  

of high-quality ceramic and locally-sourced european chestnut wood creates harmonious contrasts. Close your eyes and unwind in your own personal haven.  

Surrounded by gently curved forms, float on a sea of relaxation in the My Nature bath. a wooden pedestal adds depth to the delicate bath and effortlessly  

supports it. the harmony of the two elements creates an exquisite minimalism that promises well-being at first glance.
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25NEXT2U Collections

Next2u

the new interaction of straight lines and sweeping movement. Precise outlines and striking forms define  

the modern, minimalist NeXt2u furniture programme: restrained and yet full of movement. thanks  

to a precise transition, the clearly cut washbasin and vanity unit with sweeping curves from a perfect and  

fully coordinated ensemble. the uniform overall design is also enhanced by the discreetly concealed  

outlet in the cast mineral washbasin. the narrow form of the seamless washbasin countertop supports the  

understated NeXt2u design and offers generous storage areas.

Next2U furniture colours:

DH Glossy White FB Glossy Ruby FD Portofino FE Elm Graphite FF Platinum CaramelFA Glossy Mocha
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27OMNIA ARCHITECTURA / FRAME TO FRAME Collections

Omnia architectura / Frame to Frame

Design and utility in one: OMNIA architectura is one segment of the successful OMNIA programme brand. And a collection featuring contemporary design:  

clear, succinct, purist. Available in numerous different sizes, it guarantees top quality at an attractive price. Another plus is the perfectly-matched range of  

bathroom furniture collection FrAMe tO FrAMe that beautifully complements the OMNIA Architectura and O.NOvO ceramic products.
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29O.NOvO / FRAME TO FRAME Collections

O.novo / Frame to Frame

the new O.NOvO + FrAMe tO FrAMe bathroom and furniture collection is modern, particularly flexible and high-quality –  

at surprisingly good value for money. there are no limits to your creativity as the bathroom furniture, ceramic and wellness  

products in the collection have been designed for a wide variety of different combinations. Day after day – but without the monotony  

of the everyday routine. the bathroom furniture collection FrAMe tO FrAMe beautifully complements the O.NOvO and OMNIA  

Architectura ceramic products.
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31SENTIQUE Collections

Sentique

Modern style thanks to timeless design. SENTIQUE creates understated elegance  

in the bathroom. One characteristic design feature brings together all the ceramic 

elements: the faceted edge. Each element is individually impressive on the strength 

of the high quality workmanship. Elegantly and harmoniously coordinated: the 

WC and bidet, the SENTIQUE vanity washbasin and the SENTIQUE vanity unit.

Sentique furniture colours:

DH Glossy White DN Pearlwood N9 Terra MattDK Glossy Red
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33SUBWAY 2.0 Collections

Subway 2.0

SUbWay gives your bathroom true character. Modern, timeless design and technical innovations make a statement for maximum quality. The straight-lined design and 

the aesthetics of the material are not just pleasing to the eye but also to the senses. an experience that leaves nothing to chance, because here everything is fine-tuned 

down to the very last detail.
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35SUBWAY 2.0  Collections

Subway 2.0

The Subway range of furniture was designed in collaboration with high-profile designers and is extremely 

accomplished in many areas but in one aspect in particular: enhancing your well-being. For example, the mirror  

cabinet creates with its attractive, rounded corners and a continuous light strip a cosy atmosphere. Indulge  

in your relaxation rituals – for example, in the ergonomic bath that can be combined with all Villeroy & boch 

whirlpool systems. The asymmetrical vanity washbasin with white or grey glass panel is a real eye-catcher. The 

removable accessory boxes in various sizes are also extremely aesthetic. a bathroom that represents style.
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37SUBWAY 2.0  Collections

Subway 2.0

Subway is all about the laughter of children, relaxation and well-being. Form and function merge to create a completely individual living space. The new, extensive  

collection of Subway furniture meets the highest quality and design requirements. Gently curved lines, select materials, generous storage space and lots of shelves give 

you enough space to really enjoy spending time in your bathroom. There are many highlights but one in particular stands out: the variety of colours that give each 

room an individual look. Choose between white, Glossy white, Petrol blue, Glossy Grey and Oak Graphite. So when are you moving in?

Subway furniture colours:

BM White FM Petrol Blue FP Glossy Grey FQ Oak GraphiteDH Glossy White
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39SUBWAY Collections

Subway / Central Line

A clear choice. SUBWAY features straight lines and is uncomplicated in terms of use. The characteristically strong washbasins are available in numerous sizes and 

built-in versions.

Central line furniture colours:

BM White EC Glossy Walnut ED Macassar EL Glossy BlackDH Glossy White
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412MORROW Collections

2morrow

Working with fine materials calls for the highest precision – as demonstrated perfectly by the workmanship on our furniture. The wood is air-dried during  

a meticulous process and the grain, structures and surface colours are continuously monitored. Edges and corners are sealed in accordance with the most  

stringent wet room criteria. Whether surface or interior, all furniture items are finished by dedicated and skilled experts with quality closely controlled every  

step of the way. This gives you the assurance of knowing that you will be able to enjoy your bathroom to the full.

2morrow furniture colours:

NA Orange 
 Macassar
 Macassar

NC Green Olive
 Volcano Grey
 Volcano Grey

ND Glossy White
 Glossy White
 Olive Wood

NF Glossy Mocha 
 Glossy Mocha
 Olive Wood

NB Green Olive
 Olive Wood
 Olive Wood

NE Glossy White
 Glossy White
 Macassar

NG Glossy White
 Glossy White
 Volcano Grey
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432MORROW Collections

Flexible in design – Simple to use

Simple to combine. Pre-defined sets make it surprisingly easy to put one’s individual bathroom together.

Design flexibility. Dimensions, colours, handles and even mirrors can be selected individually in order to create a perfect overall impression.

Clear design. The contrasting coloured horizontal line is a distinctive stylistic element. It is a central theme of the entire collection, combining modernity and clear  

design to create the characteristic 2MORROW look.

2morrow furniture colours:

NA Orange 
 Macassar
 Macassar

NC Green Olive
 Volcano Grey
 Volcano Grey

ND Glossy White
 Glossy White
 Olive Wood

NF Glossy Mocha 
 Glossy Mocha
 Olive Wood

NB Green Olive
 Olive Wood
 Olive Wood

NE Glossy White
 Glossy White
 Macassar

NG Glossy White
 Glossy White
 Volcano Grey
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Mirror cabinets – Reflection

Universal & flexible: the REFLECTION range of mirror cabinets. It is the first universal range  

of mirror cabinets from Villeroy & Boch: the reduced design can be combined with any modern 

bathroom look; the range of size offers diverse solutions.

An eye-catcher that’s always the centre of attention: with REFLECTION, Villeroy & Boch 

is now offering its first universal range of mirror cabinets. Available with or without a drawer, 

with one door 50 cm wide to the largest model with three doors 130 cm wide, REFLECTION 

offers generous storage space for every bathroom size – and lots of room for individuality. 

Thanks to the timelessly understated and clear design, REFLECTION can be combined in various 

ways since the high-quality aluminium body matches all furniture surfaces. Furthermore, the 

mirror cabinets also allow freedom of choice when it comes to lighting: each model is available 

with integrated light or surface-mounted LED light. REFLECTION always ensures optimum 

illumination of the washbasin area whilst creating a pleasantly lit ambience.
Mirror available in 
different width.

500 mm

600 mm

800 mm

1000 mm

1300 mm

Mirror on the inside of the door. 



45MIRRORS Collections

Mirrors – More to see

Good to know: the new MORE TO SEE range of mirrors offers a comprehensive selection of sizes. 

The mirrors are available in widths from 45 to 160 mm and a height of 75 mm. They can be combined 

with three different lights, as well as with a glass shelf and socket. Ingenious extras: a remote control 

for the mirror light and mirror heating to prevent the mirror from steaming up.

remote control

cylindrical light

cup-shaped light

rectangular light

450 mm

500 mm

550 mm

600 mm

650 mm

700 mm

800 mm

900 mm

1000 mm

1200 mm

1300 mm

1600 mm

Mirror available in 12 widths.
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Square, Square vogue & 
Square exclusive

Classical beauty. The SQUARE tap fitting 

offers a consistent implementation of the retro 

style. The design skilfully takes its cue from 

classical Art-Déco and introduces cultivated 

savoir-vivre into everyday life. SQUARE  

exclusive, with handles made of real STRASS® 

Swarovski® Crystal, also ensures even greater 

luxury and glamour.

Subway 

Pure beauty. The timeless SUbwAy fittings are  

an expression of a new yearning: modern  

design coupled with consistent functionality. 

based on a circle that merges with linear  

shapes, the fittings have a self-assured clarity 

that does not detract from their essential func-

tion. A stylish range for people with character.

LaFleur

LAFLEUR dominates the game of emotions – 

and flowers out in an enchanting way. It will 

impress you with the nonchalance with which 

it emphasizes its natural charisma. Soft curves, 

flowing transitions and gently-rounded forms 

embody sensual beauty – full of charm and 

grace. The tap demonstrates a presence and 

radiates a warmth and softness that touches 

the senses.

Cult

Pure perfection. CULT is uncompromising in 

design but without sharp edges. The particularly 

flat outlet gives the range its characteristic look, 

which is reflected in the accessories for this 

range.

Tap fittings

The icing on the cake: tap fittings from Villeroy & boch set off the bathroom ceramics not only in practical terms but also as design elements. whether classic or  

minimalist and modern, every range is suitable for combining in lots of different ways and includes numerous accessories for washbasins, showers, baths and bidets.



47Tap fittings | Bathing and showering

bathing and showering

bathtubs Quaryl®: Libra & My Art 
bathtubs Quaryl®: Oberon & Squaro
New panel system: United
whirlpools: whisper & Ultimate Fitness
Exclusive  
material innovation: Quaryl®
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Libra 

Comfortable use of space. The compact LIbRA bath combines comfort and 

practicality in top quality and is also suitable for small bathrooms.

• Comfort: a spacious shower area is integrated in the comfortable lying area, 

optimised by particularly steep bath sides; the overflow can be placed in any  

of three different positions

• Aesthetic appeal: the reduced form has scooped several design awards and  

is ideal in combination with the SUbwAy bath screen

• whirlpool systems: ULTIMATE FITNESS and wHISPER are available for 

almost all models

My Art 

Consummate perfection. The new My ART bath made of Quaryl® sets new  

standards in terms of comfort, high quality and bathroom design. It enables  

absolutely free design: with the new sophisticated UNITED panel system,  

My ART can be panelled individually. There are no limits to creativity.

• Comfort: thanks to its convex form, My ART offers lots of freedom of  

movement – and, with an inside depth of 50 cm, particularly long bathing 

pleasure; with the standard size 1700 x 750 mm, the overflow can be in- 

stalled in any of three different positions

• Aesthetic appeal: the extremely precise lines are in keeping with the current 

trend for minimalist design

• whirlpool systems: ULTIMATE FITNESS, wHISPER

bathtubs Quaryl®



49Bathtubs Quaryl®

Oberon  

Clarity in design and function. Due to the special combination of rectangular  

and oval forms, the ObERON bath is already a design classic and impressive  

on the strength of its accurate fit.

• Comfort: the round inside form of the bath rims is ideal for putting one’s  

head back and relaxing

• Aesthetic appeal: thanks to its straight-lined design, the timelessly modern  

eyecatcher harmoniously matches many styles; the overflow can be selected  

in any of three positions

• whirlpool systems: ULTIMATE FITNESS and wHISPER are available for 

almost all models

Squaro 

Seamless aesthetic appeal and perfection. The SQUARO bath creates a sense  

of excitement thanks to the unusual precision of the rim design and the exact  

lines. In addition to their clear aesthetic appeal, with their variety of unusual 

forms, the SQUARO baths also adapt to all bathroom requirements.

• Comfort: as they are so deep, the baths are extremely comfortable, whether  

sitting or reclining, whilst the optional headrests in black and light grey  

add the finishing comfort touch

• Aesthetic appeal: the corner variants can be finished (in white, black  

and aluminium look)

• whirlpool systems: ULTIMATE FITNESS, wHISPER

bathtubs Quaryl®
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United

UNITED is the new, sophisticated panelling for selected rectangular and offset Quaryl® baths. UNITED enables absolutely individual, creative bathroom design  

and consists of a high-quality aluminium frame with a visible profile and various panel finishes. Available in Macassar, Terra Matt, Glossy walnut, Glossy white  

and Oak Graphite, they are perfectly matched to successful furniture programmes and, at the same time, allow scope for individual combinations and unique  

bathroom design.

United bath panel colours:

EC Glossy Walnut ED Macassar FQ Oak Graphite DH Glossy WhiteN9 Terra Matt



51Bathtubs Quaryl® |  Whirlpools

Ultimate Fitness

More than fitness, nothing less than perfection  

with the invigorating stimulation of dynamic air jets and a powerful water-air 

massage, the ultimate fitness combipool offers the ideal combination for a com-

prehensive and vitalising wellness experience.

Invisible Jets

In combination with Quaryl® baths, the ULTIMATE FITNESS Combipool  

offers both intensive and invisible wellness pleasure: the jets are supplied as  

INVISIbLE JETS as standard and are integrated absolutely flush in the bath;  

this means you can also relax with regard to the aesthetic appeal of your bath. 

The jets are also optionally available in chrome or gold.

whisper

Incredibly quiet, incomparably relaxing

The second generation of Villeroy & boch whisper whirlpool systems is no  

louder than the gentle rustling of leaves and, as an airpool with fine champagne 

bubbles, is ideal for relaxing whilst enjoying regular whirlpool experiences, 

soothing tense muscles and providing long-term benefits for the skin.
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Exclusive material innovation: Quaryl® 
Unique benefits, exclusively from Villeroy & Boch

QUARYL®, THE EXCLUSIVE MATERIAL INNOVATION FROM VILLEROY & BOCH, COMBINES ALL THE QUALITY PROPERTIES OF QUARTZ AND 

ACRYLIC. IN ADDITION TO DESIGN AND COMFORT, QUARYL® PRODUCTS FEATURE PARTICULARLY DURABLE QUALITY, PRECISE INSTALLATION 

AND EASY-CARE PROPERTIES.

One material, many impressive advantages:

Decades of expertise. Since launching Quaryl® in 1993, Villeroy & Boch has continued to use it to develop unique product innovations – every product made from 

this material can be 100% recycled and offers a host of unique advantages.

Invisible comfort

INVISIBLE JETS: in Quaryl® 

baths, the base and side jets of the 

ULTIMATE FITNESS whirlpool 

system are integrated absolutely 

flush; the side jets only pop up 

when the system is started and 

this means immaculate design 

and superior comfort when 

reclining.

Perfect precision

SQUARO SUPERFLAT: the 

Quaryl® shower tray can be  

installed with an installation 

height of just 10 cm – thanks 

to precise manufacture, exact

edges enable harmonious inte-

gration with narrow joints.

Extraordinary design

AVEO: Villeroy & Boch has a 

tradition of collaborating with 

outstanding designers, not least 

because unique Quaryl® enables 

unrestrained design freedom: the 

AVEO collection, for example, 

with its extraordinarily soft 

forms was developed exclusively

for Villeroy & Boch.

Easy to clean

• The pore-free, smooth surface  

 of Quaryl® is extremely easy  

 to clean

• Quaryl® retains its shine in  

 the long term

Durable quality

• The material with full-body  

 colouring is absolutely colour- 

 fast   

• TÜV Süd confirms its optimum 

 material strength and maximum 

 shock resistance –Villeroy&Boch  

 offers a 10-year guarantee on all  

 Quaryl® products



53Wellness | Service

Service

Bathroom planning on the Internet
Showroom locator on the Internet
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Showroom locator on the Internet 

How to find your nearest authorized Villeroy & Boch retailer

OUR VILLEROY & BOCH SHOWROOMS GIVE YOU THE CHANCE TO 

EXPERIENCE OUR PRODUCTS FROM CLOSE UP AND FIND A ANSWER 

TO ALL YOUR PRODUCT RELATED QUESTIONS.

Personal support is not missing: you are not sure about a specific product?  

You need any kind of support or you have any projects you would like to look 

at? Our authorized Villeroy & Boch retailer would be delighted to help. Besides 

a personal customer service our showrooms provide you with a product guarantee 

to ensure you can enjoy them as much as possible.

Room layout

What are the dimensions and details? Enter the individual 

dimensions of your bathroom and also the position of the 

windows and doors.

Furnish room

How do you want to furnish the bathroom? Select products 

from the large range of collections and arrange them how you 

like. You can also select wall and floor tiles.

3D view of the bathroom

How will the finished bathroom look? When you have finished 

planning the bathroom, you can view the design in 3D and even 

take snapshots.

Individual realisation

How does the design become a real dream bathroom? 

You can then send the data thus created to a Villeroy & Boch 

partner near you with no obligation on your part.

Addresses

You will find the tab “Addresses” at the bottom just  

beside the Villeroy&Boch link on our main homepage.

Bathrooms and Wellness

Choose Bathrooms and Wellness in order to reach the  

showroom locator called “Bath exhibition”.

Bath exhibition

Click on Bath exhibition and follow the instructions given.

Enter your address details and click “continue”.

Find your nearest retailer

A map showing your position and all retailer will come up.

Also you will get a list with full address of the retailer.

Bathroom planning on the Internet 
Individual design options and inspiration for the perfect dream bathroom

VILLEROY & BOCH MAKES IT EASY TO SEEK INSPIRATION FOR YOUR 

DREAM BATHROOM IN THE COMFORT OF YOUR OWN HOME AND ALSO 

TO START DESIGNING IT: WITH INTELLIGENT TOOLS ON THE INTERNET.

The tool can be used to arrange and combine all Villeroy & Boch collections and 

products in accordance with the room layout and size until you have created your 

own dream bathroom – with absolutely no obligation for you. If you like, you can 

also create 3D views and snapshots and then e-mail the design to an experienced 

Villeroy & Boch partner in your area. The partner will then contact you to finalise. 

planning and help with implementation. Try it out at www.villeroy-boch.com/planning.
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Price indication

Please find below price indications for the Villeroy & Boch collections including VAT. The indicated set price includes a 60 cm washbasin, a trap cover, a wall hung toilet  

and a toilet seat with soft closing and quick release:

Upper ranges include C+ from 1085 £: Middle ranges from 779 £: Entry range from 587 £:

La Belle

Aveo My Nature

Hommage

Memento

Loop & Friends

Sentique O.novo

Subway 2.0      

Subway

Omnia Architectura

Prices might vary due to range and dimension differences.



WWW.VILLEROY-BOCH.COM

Your agent:

9300 8B G1 · Shades and dimensions subject to the usual tolerances. We reserve the right to make technical modifications to the range and alter colours.  

VILLEROY&BOCH

UNITED KINGDOM

Villeroy&Boch (UK) Limited
Bathroom, Wellness and Tiles Division 
267 Merton Road 
London SW 185JS

Tel. +44 208 871 40 28
Fax +44 208 870 37 20

GERMANY

Villeroy&Boch AG
Unternehmensbereich Bad und Wellness 
Postfach 1230
D-66689 Mettlach

Tel. +49 68 64 81 0
Fax +49 68 64 81 14 58
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